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Abstract Objective Explore the value of three-dimensional visualization technology in the precise before
retroperitoneal tumor surgery. Methods The clinical data of fifteen patients with retroperitoneal tumor who were
admitted to the ChengGong Hospital from March 2011 to December 2013 were retrospectively analyzed. Based on
three-dimensional visualization technology, converted the two-dimensional images of CT into three-dimensional images,
observed the relationship between tumor and abdominal viscera, major abdominal vascular，measured the volume of
tumor and Simulated operation to evaluate the preoperative. Both volumes of the predicted resected tumor and the results
of the actual operations tumor resection were calculated, and had a correlation test analysis．Results The tumor tissue,
abdominal organs and blood vessel were reconstructed three-dimensionally using the three-dimensional reconstruction
software.Twelve of fifteen patients were operated underwent accurate assessment. Assessment of the anatomical situation
were broadly consistent with actual situation before operation.The volume of twelve patients simulated resected tumor
were（1117.50±690.35）mL, while the actual operations tumor resection volumes were（1189.92±737.74）mL. There was
no significant different between the predicted and the actual values（t=0.25，P>0.05）. The actual liver resection volume
was positively correlated with the predicted liver resection volume (r=0.81, P<0.05). Conclusions The
three-dimensional visualization technology has a
certain degree of clinical value in the precise before
retroperitoneal tumor surgery.
















































































































































































































































图1 CT动脉期（a.肿瘤 b.右髂外动脉 c.右髂内动脉） 图2 CT静脉期（a.肿瘤 b.右髂总静脉） 图3 三维重建
前面观（a.肝脏 b.右肾 c.肿瘤 d.右髂外动脉 e.左髂外动脉 f.腹主动脉） 图4 三维重建后面观（a.肝脏 b.右
肾 c.腹主动脉 d.肿瘤 e.右髂外动脉 f.右髂内动脉 h.左髂内动脉 i.肿瘤营养动脉 j.左髂外动脉） 图5 CT动
脉期（a.脾脏 b.肿瘤） 图6 CT静脉期（a.脾脏 b.肿瘤）
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图 7 三维重建前面观（a.肿瘤 b.胰腺 c.肾脏 d.左髂总动脉 e.右髂外动脉
f.肝静脉 g.门静脉 h.肝脏 i.脾脏） 图 8 三维重建右面观（a.肿瘤 b.肾脏
c.肝脏 d.脾脏 e.腹主动脉） 图 9 肿瘤与脾静脉关系（a.门静脉 b.肠系膜
上静脉 c.脾静脉 d.肿瘤） 图10 术中肿瘤与脾脏（a.脾脏 b.肿瘤）
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